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IN MEMORIAN 
 

Perry A. Mead III 
 

Merrell Mead 
 

sons of Dr. and Mrs. Perry A. Mead 
 

====== 
 

Gregory DeVoe 
 

son of Dave and Carol DeVoe 
 

NEXT MEETING: The MCA has been temporarily displaced to the AMU campus.  We 
will be in room 212, April 20th at 8:00PM.  Program is pending. 
 
THE SHAKES:  For out-of-towners and others who haven’t heard yet … the Perry 
Meads and Lowell Thomas’s lost their homes completely.  Baranof’s Castle 
(Crew’s home) is still standing soundly, but it is very near the ‘new’ bluff.  
The Crews’ are holding the fort regardless.  Rod Wilson flew from North 
Africa to find his home on 8th Ave. creaking in the joints.  And is still 
uncertain about its fate.  The Bading residence on Campbell mudflats (the dam 
broke and the lake mingled with the tidal wave) stands on a 12” crevasse, and 
runs right through the house downstairs .. the floor is tilted enough for 
them to use as a ski slope. 
 
By far the most interesting experience during the tremendous March 27th 
earthquake was undoubtedly had by Ruth Schmidt who found herself with four 
others, trapped on Portage Lake.  It took the party one and a half hours to 
find their way off the lake.  By then it was dark.  Still, Ruth claims she’d 
rather be on a lake than in the mountains during an earthquake.  We’ll have 
her story in a later issue of Scree. 
 
Geologists admit that land levels have changed, but as yet there is no report 
about any major changes in the mountains, apart from the huge avalanches and 
landslides set off by the quake.  Chances are Denali is still 20,300 ft. 
high.  The Portage Recreation area is pretty badly damaged.  Wonder what 
Byron Glacier looks like … there may be some new ‘firsts’ in our glacier 
playground. 
 
The West Buttress climb of Mt. McKinley under the leadership of Erik Barnes 
will be postponed until next year. 
 
A frantic card was received from Vin Hoeman.  ‘I’d like to come up and help,’ 
it says.  Thanks, Vin … come up sometime later, to stay!  Good wishes were 
received from Howard and Ellnore Schuck. 




